Dear Members
What a hectic past few months!
We've moved house - sold up our sanctuary
property and moved to a house block. What
a stressful time for all of us including the
birds and the animals. Then of course, along
came Christmas and New Year and all the
celebrations and family h w h a a . Now
January is almost over and it's time to try to
settle down and get on with life, and catch
up on all that wasn't able to be done over
the past few months. I'm convinced we
never really catch up though, but generally
just get further and further behind. I'm still
trying to work out whether I got more done
while the computer was down for a month,
and whether life was easier without it, or
whether things just piled up further. Guess
it's one of .those questions that can be
answered either way. I do hope though that
members were able to catch up with family
and friends during the holiday season ('silly
season') and enjoy life, and took time to
admire their previous work in the gardens.
This issue is again jam-packed full of
interesting bits and pieces, which I hope our
members get some value out of. To our
newer members welcome and please feel
free to share info. and experiences with us.
Sometimes we often wonder whether the
way we do things is the right way, or if there
are better ways to tackle problems. By
sharing your experiences and what works
for you, it just may give added confidence to
another to try a new way, or to share further
input on the topic. Remember this is your
newsletter and it is only as good as you
make it. We are all learning no matter what
our qualifications or experience, as science
is not always clear cut but open to challenge

and interpretation. Sometimes the old
methods are OK and suitable, sometimes
there are more modern and easier ways to
tackle problems. There is often room for
both, or a melding of the two. Knowledge
comes from the past and is refined into the
future. So too, the plant world with the old
world varieties, and the new modem
hybrids. Change is all around in everything
we do.
On this theme we can learn lessons from the
past mistakes, and our articles highlight
such revelations. We can focus on the
problems confronting many today, even with
our retum to native plants and wildlife - the
recognition of biodiversity and habitat
values, the problems caused by land
clearing and fragmentation, the survival (or
generally the extinction) of species, the
recognition of gene pools.. ..etc. So I leave
you to ponder over the artides in this
issue.....Happy reading!
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THE PROBLEM WITH WEEDS
fiom an mtkle by CRCfor AustraIian WeedManagemen!.

Weeds are invasive plants that degrade our
natural areas, reduce the sustainability of o w
agricultural industries, and affect the health of
people and animals.
Weeds have a severe impact on our natural
environment and agricultural lands. In 1989 it
was estimated that weeds cost Australian
agriculture $3.3 billion per year in lost
production and cost of control. Today, that figure
exceeds $4 billion annually. The cost to the
mtmd environment is also high, with invasion
by weeds and pests being a primary cause of loss
of native animals and plants across Australia.
WE ARE ALL AFFECTED BY WEEDS
Weeds can :
Cause allergies and sickness
Poison and injure domestic pets and
livestock
Increase the cost of food
Block and pollute waterways, affecting the
q d i t y of our drinking water and increasing
the cost of its management
Reduce the productivity of crops and
pastures
Increase the risk of herbicide resistance in
agriculture
Increase the risk of bushfire
Harbour feral animals and diseases
Reduce biodiversity and contribute to local
extinctions of native plants and animals
Spoil o w natural landscapes and reduce their
appeal to tourists
Affect our recreational use of natural areas.
DID YOU KNOW:
That 65% of weeds have escaped fiom parks
and gardens
That 3 1% of weeds found in Australia
originate in plants fiom the Americas and
27% from Europe
Afiican weeds make up 26% of those found
in Australia, while 2% of native species
actually become weeds in Australia.
Of the 460 pasture and legume species
trialled in northern Australia between 1947
and 1985,2 1 proved useful and 60 went on
to become weeds, 13 which are serious crop
weeds.
44
For M e r information on weeds and research
beiig undertaken by CRC log onto:

In previous editions we have discussed
Cootamundra and Mher feral wattles and Calerpa
taxifolia as a marine weed (Iss.40), and the
possible invasion threat fiom Tasmanian blue
gum plantations. (Iss.42)
It is worth remembering that any plant has the
potential to -me
a weed in the right
conditions and cirarmstanoes. Expaience
dictates that when plants sucker or spread some
distance from their environment (which is not
part of normal genetic colonisation patterns) then
such species should be treated as a potential
weed species. Management and control are the
best weapons in such cases.
BIOCONTROL
Biocontrol of Mimosa pigm has been occurring
in the Northern Territory though the CSIRO.
Twelve biological control agents have been
released against the giant sensitive plant Mimosa
p i p . Mimosa currently occupies an area of
appraxirnately 850kmzin the Northern Territory.
Extending fiom the Phelp River in south eastern
Arnhem Land to near the Fitzmaurice River the
western boundary of the Daly River/Port Keats
Land Trust. Two further outlying infestations
were also located - one on the Northern
TerritorytWestern Australia border, and another
in a dam near Proserpine in Queensland. This is
a classic example of introduced plants becoming
weeds in the right conditions. Mimosa n i p is
found in its native range fiom Mexico to
northern Argentina, where a great number of
insects and hngal pathogens (some 440) are
required to control its spread. Unfortunately
many more plant species have spread out of
control to become weeds of significance.
AUSTRALIAN PLANT SPECIES AS
WEEDS IN THE ADELAIDE HILLS
Serious weeds in the Mt.Lofty Ranges reported
by Trees for Life(lU2003) include:
Acacia baileyana
Acacia cyclops
Acacia longifolia var. longifolia
Acacia longifolia var. sophorae
Acacia saligna
Casuarina glauca
Leptospermum laevigatum
Melaleuca armillaris
Pittosporum undulatum
Sollya hetemphylla

AUSTRALIAN PLANT SPECLES AS
WEEDS IN THE ADELAIDE HILLS
continued
Known weeds:
Acacia dealbata
Acacia decurrens
Acacia iteaphylla
Eucalyptus cladocalyx
Hakea lamina
Hakea sericea
Grevillea rosmarinifolia
Paraserianthes lophantha

Potential weeds:
Brachychiton populneus
Lomandra longifolia
PARDON MY GARDEN by Tim
arbcfe adaptedfor R

Low from an

H No.89.

Tim Low's book the New Nature: Winners and
Losers in Wild Australia (Penguin 2002) also
details problems of Australian species going wild
to become weeds. He writes:
We are in MtMartha Park on the Morningfon
Peninsula near Melbourne, and it's Ausiraliana
gone haywire. Weeh are overrunning thisplaceand the punchline is that most of them are
Australian plants.
A m g e of thirty eight species has claimed a
hillside that once canfed grassy she-oak
woodland They make up the thick undergiMh
we scrqe through. All of this is an important
nature reserve.
Hurufredr of Australian plants were planred on
MtMariha in the 1950s and 1980s to create an
arboretum. M-ment
lapsed, and more t h
a third of the ~pecies'walked'. fie arboretum is
now an 8.5 hectare ecemesx
Peppermint trees (Agonis flexuosa) j-om
Western Australia jostle with South Australian
sugar gums (Eucalyptus cladocalyx) and lemon
scented tea trees (Zeptospennum petersonid
from mountains in Queensland or northern New
South Wales.
Eleven p h r s spreaLfmg here have not been
seen as wee& in Victoria before ... ....
Mt.Martlaa is an exaggerated version of a
common problem.
Native g d n plants aren't usually
taken into the wild directly, but they soon make
the move themselves by casting about see&.
Wherever they are grown some of them may
'walk' into nearby forests and become wee&.
Such plum undermine the idea lhal native
gmdem are good for the environment. Victoria

is by far the worst clffected state, with fwo
hundred Australian planb on its weed lists.
These include more than thirry each of wattles
and eucalypts, tea trees and pqerbarks
(Melaleuca species), a smattering of rainforest
plants, and even kangmm paws (Anigoumhs
jiha?us)frorn WesternAustralia
Western Australia has almost srjcty errant
natives, inciucfing tree ferns (Cythea cooperi)
and she-oaks (Casuarina equisetifoIia).
Canberra has at least twenty six invaakrs,
incIudng nine wattles and four hakern.
Misbehaving pkmts i n c l h golden watlle
(Acacia pycnanh), Australia 's floral emblem,
the floral emblems of Thmania (bluegum) and
the Northern tem'fory (Sturt's desert rose,
Gosypium sturtianum), andfine leaved fuckeroo
(Lepiderema pulchellu), a very rare rainforest
tree.
Parks Victoriapours thirty percent of its budget
for the Mornington peninsula into desiroy~ng
Australian planfs. They p n t $95,000 just in
Arthur's Seat State park (near Mt.Martha), just
on one plant: bluebell creeper (Sollya
heterophylla)porn WesternAustralia.
In the Dandenong Ranges national park just
to the north, nine tree wee& are controlled and
six of these are Australian.
In Syahey, where highways slice through
reserves, managers worry about three wattles
that tint the verges blue: golden wreath wattle
(Acacia sniigna) from Western Australia.
Cootamundra wattle (Acacia baileyana) fiom
Southern new South Wales and Queensland
silver wattle (Acaciapodalyiifolia) )fr well to
the north.
Australian weeds are sometimes worse than
anything imported from abroad They elbow
aside local vegetation, change fire regimes,
create monocultures and shade out smaller
plants.
Sweet pitto~orumf o n s thickets so da7k that
eucalypt seedlings cannot sprout below, ending
forest succession by turning sunny eucalpl
woodhak into perpetualty gloomy glades.
Around Brisbane umbrella tree (Scheflera
actinop/ylla) from tropical QueensIand is
shading the understorey in exactly the same
way.1 h e pulled out eighty seedings from one
square metre of forest.
In a stu* of the Sunshine Coast I ranked
umbrella tree the worst of 43 weeds.
Plants to worry about in future will
include those traded across the deseris behveen
east and wed, into climate zones thai match.

We should not be fooled by any notions of
'balance of nature ' into thinking that planis will
only grow we4 in their natural habitats.
I would watch out for Western Australian
ornamental gums coming east, and rainforest
p h i s rclken west to the rain benched Iandrr
around the Walpole.
One plant with time on its handr is mat rush
(Lomad-a lon#olia), a domineering species in
eastern Australia thai is now soM in nurseries in
in gardens
Perfh and qrouting pml~~caliy
there.
So what should we do about all this? For a
start, we should rethink what we mean by
'native'. In my dictionary it meam, in p i , 'of
one's birth, where one was born. '
Gerakiton wax (Charnelaucium uncinatum) is
native to sandplains around Perth, and to my
'Geraldton Wm: is native to Australia 'fudges the
facts.
Australia is one of the world's largest
countntnes-a whole continent- and Geraldton
W a naturally occupies but little of it. Perth and
Syuhey siand as far p r t as Portugal and
Russia, or Switzerland and Arabia.
'Native' as a biological category shoulah't be
defined by political boundaries. The World
Conservation Union (IUCW defines an alien (or
exotic) species as one that is 'introduced outside
its normal past or present distribution'. This
means that all the plants mentioned here are
exotic in their new homes.
% Amiaiion of Societies for Growing
Australian Plants knows about the problems. It
has a web page that goes like this: 'DonY Grow
Australian Planls! Now that we have your
attention....Is an organisation whose objective is
to encourage ihe cultivation of Australian plants
really suggesting that people should NOT grow
those plants? Well...yes! Under ceriain
circumstances. '
The Association lists some of the rogue plants,
emphnsing that it doesn't have a policy of
'Plant Australian at any cost '. It doesn't want lo
promote the spread 4 'ugfy Australians '. And it
proposes some rules: grow indigenous plants
(meaning those native to your area); become
familiar with weed lists and avoid problem
species; check out umrsual plants with experts
elc.
fl grawirrg mething new, observe ir' c i w 3 ,
and jf ir becomes m p m r pull it out. ilf in rmy
h b r ... Don*; p h i ! It's mf worih the risk!'

Sound advice.
American l&cape
architeci Jmchim
Wolschke-Bulmahn is a fierce criiic of native

gardening....and can't be taken too serious4 but
I'm inclined to agree with his conclusions:
' A d c y of the use of "nalive"plants may be a
m d reJponse to some of the many
emironmental problems we have all over the
earth. However, there is no reason for a native
plant doctrine, nor for the assumption thai s b
called d i v e p h t s would serve environmental
goals. The segregation of good and bad p h s ,
natives and non-natives, and the condemnation
of tbe hiter as aggrem've i d r s is too
simpIiSnsncand helps to mask problems rather
t h engage them. '
'Native gardening' might have helped the
environment iaad i f w'ped othe~f m s of
gmdening. what it did instead was bring more
plants on to the market - without taking any
away. The pool of invasive species grew.
Foriunatety, it 's usually on& a problem where
gardens adjoin bushland In those settings we
really need gardemfill of non-invasive planis. It
matters less where they come from. Benign
azaleas and roses are better than weedy wattles.
Gardens of Australian plants should really be
called 'naiional gardens'. They often look
delightjul, but we should not imbue them with
virtues they don't possess.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT!
How plants help sand dunes and sandy soils
Sand dunes depend on plants which grow on
them. These plants help dunes form by trapping
wind blown sand with their leaves and b i i n g
the sand with their roots. Special types of
grasses, creepers, shrubs and trees are found in
sand dunes. Dune plants are extremely fragile.
Walking or driving on the plants can destroy
them allowing the wind to blow sand dunes
away. When a dune breaks down it can't act as a
buffer against wave attack. Beaches can be
washed away leading to erosion and flooding of
inland areas. On dune and swale systems inland
when plants are damaged the wind can tear away
at the sand, and expose large areas to hrther
erosion.
Sandy soils can be helped by mulching with
layers of straw or hay (although generally creates
more weeds), with a layer of chicken wire, or
weed mat. Many prostrate plants can be
encouraged to grow if pegged down with small
pieces of bent wire. The best species are those
that already grow in the area. For more detailed
listings see the relevant sections in Grow What
Where (1980,APSG).

The S o n g o f t h e D o d o :
] s t a n d b i o g e o g r a p h y i n a n a g e of e x t i n c t i o n s
by David Quarnrnen 1996
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or those with an interest in nature conservation T h e
Song of the Dodo is compulsory reading. For those
engaged professionally, it is an absolute 'must read'. It is a
challenging book in more ways than one.. At over 600 pages
it requires some commitment, but having made a start you
will not be able to put it down. The
writing is colourhl, humorous,
fascinating and engaging; this is a
book that people will talk about for a
long time. To borro\v from the back
cover:

Whilst the bias in the science is American, this is excusable
given their contribution over the last forty years.
The book concludes by contemplating the human-induced,
sixth great phase of extinction, in terms of what is
happening and what can be done if we decide that the
natural world is worth conserving.
The science is impeccable, but what
makes the book the treasure that it
is, is the travelogue of fascinating
places and fascinating creatures.
From Darwin's Galapagos Islands to
Wallace's Malay Archipelago,
Madagascar, Tasmania, the Amazon,
the Florida Keys, Yellowstone, the
Hawaiian islands, Irian Jaya, the Gulf
of California, and Guam, Quammen
meets, lives, works with and writes
about exceptional field biologists.
His story is a treasure trove of
memorable insights into why certain
species have evolved where they
have, and what has happened or is
happening to their populations. You
cannot help but be transfigured by
the creatures that he describes - the
Indri indri of Madagascar, -the Birds
of Paradise of the Aru Islands, the
Muriquit of Brazil's Atlantic
rainforest, the Mauritius kestrel and
even the Concho water snake.

Quammen's heroic, demanding
book is a monument t o scholarly
rigour and scienti$c accuracy.
Scientists are raving about it in the
States, yet the lay reader too will be
borne along by his engaging
intelligence, hisgood-natured mix
of learning and humour (Observer).
Not only is this book compulsively
rcadable - a masterpiece - it is maybe
the masterpiece of rcienttfic
journalism (Audubon Magazine).
David Quammen is an American
science writer best known in the
northern hemisphere for his regular
essays in Outside magazine and
occasional work for Harpers, Esquire
and Rolling Stone. His comprehensive
study of the field of conservation biology and his extensive
travel throughout the world are quite extraordinary. His
bibliography for this book alone runs to almost a thousand
references.

Importantly, Quammen asks the hard questions: What is to
be done about the fragmentation of our natural \vorld?
When is enough enough? At what point will we draw a line
and conserve what we have left?

This is a book about conservation biology. It is a big book
in every meaning of the word: big in content, big in scope
and big in importance.

His message is simple. We are wreaking
devastation on the natural world - it does
not have to be so.

It begins with Alfred Wallace (the man who knew islands)
and Charles Darwin, with the first third of the book
devoted to the theory of evolution and the importance of
what can be learned from the study of island biogeography.
It moves then to extinction and in Quammen's own words

Quammen's book makes you see our
ignorance. Reading it and sharing its
message is an absolute must.

the evolution of strange species on islands is a process
that, once illuminated, casts light onto its dark double,
which is the ultimate subject of this book: the extinction
of species in a world that has been hacked into pieces.
There is a comprehensive treatment of island biogeography
and its application to conservation reserve management.

Allan Holmes
Director
Heritage and
Biodiversity

The Native Grass Menagerie
Native grasses are once again being given the respect they deserve! Two hundred
years of a 'remove and replace' attitude towards native grass-dominated habitats has
now changed. Promote and enhance them at all costs is the new imperative!
This is reflected in the extent to which native grasses have successfully naturally
regenerated in recent revegetation projec'ts. This now provides one of the key success
factors to be assessed when reviewirig grassy community restoration projects.
Native grasses have also emerged as the plants of choice, for revegetating of degraded
habitats and for establishing ,an exciting new landscape style based on mass plantings
of native grasses. The new Melbourne Freeways are a fine testament to this!
Now home gardeners can be rewarded for growing their own native grass-dominated
landscapes with the colourful dainty herbs, lilies and bush peas, which juggle for
position amongst these domineering tufty, native grasses. More importantly, within a
growing season, they yield a menagerie of fascinating insects, birds and wildlife.
Their chequered history of use and abuse
Traditionally, grass-dominated habitats were an integral part of the aboriginal hunting
and gathering life style. The sweet stem bases of Spear grass could be eaten like sugar
cane. The Kangaroo, Spear and Tussock grass seeds could be ground into flour. With
open palms, the aboriginal women could roll the tough fibrous leaves along their
thighs to form a fine thread. A string..could be plied fiom two or three .threads and
used to make dillies, mats and nets.
To attract kangaroo and harvest of bush tucker easily, aboriginas patch-burnt these
grassy swards with hot fires to provide succulent 'green pick'. Only enough roos were
killed to ensure that the many shrub and tree seedlings, which germinated after the hot
fires, remained heavily grazed. This guaranteed that forest did not encroach across
their valued grasslands, which now .presents a deep problem for grassland managers.
In contrast to the aborigines, unaware farmers had little appreciation of the ecosystem
services supplied by native grasses. For 200 years, native grasses suffered the
onslaught of weed invasion, grazing, ploughing, fertilising, exotic. pasture overseeding and 5-acre sub-division. Frequent cool burning to force lush green shoots on
Kangaroo grass paddocks proved clever at first, but finally degraded them. Weeds or
spine tipped, wiry awned seeded Spear grasses, which ruined fleeces and pierced eyes
and skin have replaced them. Only a few remnants now remain, located in unexpected
sanctuaries such as cemeteries, road and rail reserves.
Introducing Native grasses and their roles
The palate of native grasses available for revegetation include Kangaroo Grass
Themeda triandra, Wallaby grasses Austrodanthonia sp., Spear grasses Austrostipa
sp., Plume Grasses Dichelachne sp., Common Wheat-grass El'us scabrous, Blown
grasses Agrostis sp., Tussock grasses Poa sp., Weeping Grass Microlaena stipoides,
Forest Wire Grass Tetiarrhena distichophylla as well as the coastal sand binding
grasses of Hairy Spinifex Spinifx sericeus, Salt-grass Distichlis distichophylla and
Coastal Fescue Austrofestuca littoralis.
The Native Grass Menagerie
Phil Watson

They not only command respect for their role of sustaining the intricate web of native
fauna and flora, but they also provide the filtering role for our watersheds. They soak
up the rainfall so it m Lrfiltrate slowly down into the depletcd underground aquifers.
Alternatively, they draining across and erode our precious soil. Within the urban
Iandscape native grass landscapes are popular due to their natural beauty, drought
ZoIerance, resistance to vandalism a d ease of maintenance. They now embellish
many prestigious city landscapes and roadside plantings. Even florists are wanning to
the beauty of their unique flower heads, as seen in their new floral displays.
Habitat for Marsupials, Reptiles and Frogs
Kangaroos, Wallabies, Wombats and Pademelons feed on the aptly named Kangaroo
and Wallaby grasses and their suites of inter-tussock herbs. Our small fury hopalongs such as the Bettong, Southern Brown Bandicoot and Ringtail Possum all build
nests for breeding, incorporating native grasses. It is a privilege to see a bettong with
a tail coiled around a bundle of native grasses scurrying to build its nest! The Eastern
Barred Bandicoot prefers the shelter of native grass tussocks to scratch for seeds and
insects. They leave distinctive conical shaped holes in native grass patches after
feeding on grubs which munching on the grass roots. Echidnas gorge on the insect
treats inhabiting the native grasses. A torchlight safari may reward the keen observer!
Native grasses are also a favoured habitat for reptiles such as the Grass Skink,
Copperhead, White Lipped and Tiger snakes, which feed on the smaller prey and
insects living amongst the native grasses.
The Southern Toddled and Smooth Froglet breed in low lying grassy patches, laying
their eggs, on the expectation that the area will be flooded in autumn. Since they walk
rather than hop and do not lay their eggs in water, they are radically different to most
frogs. However, for the snakes and echidnas they are just as tasty as the other frogs!
Birds thrive amongst native grass tussocks

Our native birds and even the nocturnal Greater and Lesser Long-Eared Bats scavenge
grassy forest understoreys feeding on plump seed heads and insects. Pardalotes,
Thornbills, Honeyeaters, Robins, Whistlers, Fantails, Wrens and the Welcome
Swallow all line their nests with dried grasses interwoven with spider webs. Many of
these birds busily collect 'beak fulls of nothing'. Closer inspection reveals a fine
spider's silk being harvested. These birds, along with their mid to upper canopy
feeding species, provide the key to preventing tree dieback. They are known to eat up
to 70% of the leaf-feeding insects attacking the stressed trees. Remove or degrade the
native grass understorey this ecosystem service rapidly declines as we see from the
midlands highway.
Native grasses are ideal sites for web-producing spiders including the Wheel-web
Spider. It spins its E i s y wheel-lie ureb in an unusual horizontal position supported
by the grass tussocksYintricate 3D architecture. They hang upside down under the
web's hub. As they lack poison glands, they use their disproportional long front Iegs
(it cannot walk on flat surfaces) to wrap and subdued their prey. By injecting
digestive enzymes they liqneQ and suck out the prey's flesh. Of course, birds pick
them off like liquorice allsorts.

The Native Grass Menagerie
Phil Watson

Our small solitary native bees expl&i bt?hollow grass flower stalks. They construct a
series of pollen rnd honey filled cells, idto which they lay their eggs. Each cell is
sealed with waxy secretions and frass.
Many butterflies and moths larva have evolbed & feed voraciously on native grasses.
The White Grassdart lays its eggs on the DaMconia sp. and Poa sp. leaves which then
hatch into pale green larva These form a shelter by joining several leaves together.
Here they pupate into buttegies that characteristically rest with its forewings held up
over its body while its hind wings are held flat. The night feeding Dominula and
Tasmanian Skipper butterfly larva also use silk to form a tubular shelter amongst
Poa sp. Their butterflies feed on a range of native daisies in the inter-tussock spaces.
The Common Brown butterfly larva feed on Kangaroo Grass, whilst the in summer,
adults fiequent the flowers of the Native Box Bursaria spinosa.
Interestingly, the Ptunarra Brown butterfly relies totally on Poa tussock grasses for
their larval food, adult habitat and sunning spots. After mating they drop their eggs,
like a low flying bomber, on the tussocks. The larva hatch to feed on the tussock tips.
In early autumn, they pupate from the tussock's base into weak-flying gregarious
adults.
Conclusion

Grassy woodland communities are diverse systems of checks and balances. To
remove .any part (roos, wrens, spiders etc) or to add foreign components (sheep,
fertilizers, weeds, cool bums etc) will cause a dramatic alteration to the rules under
which it fimctions. Finally do not manage a small grassy remnant under the illusion
that 'it functions like a miniature, extensive grassy woodland, as it responds to a
%itinctly different set of rules.
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Black-basked Magpie
Both rhe male and the femal:
Black-backed have a broad
black band across the back
beween the wings. Note that
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EDUCATIONhWN AND GAMES
Bird ID for Beginners - Not all Magpies a r e equal
So you don't b o w much about Australian birds. but at least you
know a Magpie when you see one. But did you know that there
are five races of Magpies in Ausrralia. and that two of them
occur in South Australia? And just to make manen more
interesting, hybrids occur where the ranges o f the races overlap.
So next time you see a blagpie. take a closer look. . .
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the female has a monled y e y
appearance across the
shoulders. while the male is
pure
in this area.
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White-backed Magpie

White-backed male
This is the race you are most
likely to see in SA. especially in
southern areas. The male has an
all-white back while the female has
grey ~nonlingon thc back. In flight
the white back is eben more obvious.
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White-backed - male
i n flight
1

Black-backed Magpie
male left, female right

In SA it is more likely to b- seen in the nonhern pans. even as
far south as Blancheto\+m.but
rernernbcr that there are hhbrids.
so check out the amount o f black
on the back and s t ? if you think
it i s a true Black-backed or
some thin^ in benbcen
A l l irnrnarurt b l a ~ p i ehave
j
tht
dark pans o f their pluniagscalloped buff in their lirst year.
In their second year. b e y look
more like tht: females. but
Black-backed in flight
duller. Immature birds have dark
brown eyes. whereas adults have
red eyes. and young ones' bills are grey all over. while the
adult's bill is white with a dark tip.

Whiie-backed female

This is the bird h a t occurs on the
South Australian emblem.
tle has his back to us and his wings

This is the bird you are less
likely to see in SA or Victoria
but is the most common
over the whole of Australia.
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Early detection of increasing soil
salinity is critical i n preventing soil
loss and capturing benefits from the
establishment of tolerant species.
As salinity levels increase, the
productivity of non-tolerant pasture
and crop species falls and the nontolerant species are gradually
replaced by tolerant species. In the
worst areas the soil will be bare and
have a crust of white salt crystals on
the surface. Stock selectively graze
saline areas, creating conditions for

Sattbush has been proven to be a robust source of feed and is known to reduce groundwater recharge.
Pholo COuneS" 01 John Poucll

soil erosion. Table I shows some of
the indicators of salinity with some
of the plant species seen at various
s a l ~ n ~ levels
ty

&finit\r

'

Indicator species

Other Indicators

LOW

No Limitation to desirable species.

Even growth of pasture.

Moderate

Wimmera ryegrass (Lolium rigiduml
Water buttons (Cotula coronopifolia~

Reduced growth in areas.

Windmill grass (Chloris truncatal

Grasses are pale from Low nitrogen

Wallaby grass (Danthonia erianthal

due to from Lack of clovers and salt effects.

Spiny rush [Juncus acutusl

Generally no bare areas.

Rating

I

Clovers, capeweed disappear.

Sea barley grass (Hordeurn marinurn]
Couch grass [Cynodon dactyionl
High

Sea barley grass. Couch grass

White crystats may appear on

WindmilI grass. Spiny rush

the bare soil when the soil is dry.

Creeping brookweed [Samolus repens]

Animals graze and lick salty areas.

Ice plant [Mesembryanthemum crystallinum]

Water in dams and drains may become very clear.

Australian salt grass [Distichlis distichiphyllal

Water table shallow [less than 1.0ml.

Annual beard grass [Polypogon monspefiensis]

Clay soils may have the appearance
of being well structured.

Extreme

Samphire [ Halosarcia pergranulatal
Sea blite (Suaeda australis]

Areas of bare ground.
Sheet and gully erosion.
Trees will be dying. Water table at.
or close to the soil surface.

Table I:
Indicators of ~ r i o u levels
s
of salinity
4
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role in maintaining weaner grov&h in a dry aut
L a c h l a n Campbell.
Wellington. NSW

Waterlogging
Indicator species are also
influenced by the level of
waterlogging. Diagram 2 shows the
relative tolerance of some indicator
species to salinity and waterlogging.
Note that the classifications of
salinity and waterlogging are
approximate and do not directly
correlate to the categories in Table 1.

Natural regeneration on saltland - sarnphire on highly salinised areas,
bluebush on well-drained heavier soils, w i t h a good understory of salt tolerant grasses.
pm,. count," 01 John Pnucll

Plant species

salin&y/Waterlogging

cotula
sub-clover
capeweed

@
0
@

annual ryegrass
ice plant

woolly clover

0

medics
sea barley grass
curly ryegrass

sarnphire

Diagram 2: Indimtor species st various levels of waterlogging and salinity
h r c c Bamu.Lcnlurd b Malcolm 2OLU
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Celebrating the return of the rat
Shark Bay. The initiative was part of
the Heirisson Prong Project,
established in 1989 as a cooperative
conservation project. Its aim is to
re-establish threatened mammals on
the Australian mainland.
CSlRO scientist lacqui Richards claims
the proiect offers scientists 'a unique
opportunity for research into the
decline of Australia's threatened
fauna'. Earthwatch Institute, which
joined as a project partner in 1995.
sends volunteers to Heirisson Prong
to assist the local community with a
number of ventures, including the
reintroduction of the Wopilkara.

Thanks to an award-winning cooperative conservation project, the Wopilkara, or Greater
Stick-nest Rat, is bounding back from mainland extinction.

L

i n k between the bubonic plague
and rats, especially [he Black Rat
(Rattus mttus) has meant longterm bad press for these unfortunate
creatures. Since the days when the
Pied Piper marched off from the fair
city of Hameln with rats and kids in
tow, never to be seen again, being
called a rat could leave you feeling a
little on the nose. Anyone described as
such is not the sort of person to rely
on as the ship sinks While the
wandering pied minstrel remains a folk
hero, rats are still seen as villains
With that in mind, good news. 'back
from the dead' stories about a bunch
of rats might seem out of place. That
is, until you realise the media report.
based on Simon Benson's article.
is on the native web-footed Water
Rat (Hydromys chrysogaster) This
amphibious mammal was found on
Coat lsland in Sydney Harbour in 1999,
65 years after i t was last seen
in the city.
Along with the Platypus, seals and
sea lions, the Water Rat is one of
Australia's few amphibious mammals.
Although Water Rats are still found in
other parts of Australia and on
offshore islands, their numbers in
Sydney have declined since early last
century as locals hunted them for
their fur.
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The return of the Water Rat to the
Sydney region gives hope to rangers of
the NSW National Parks and Wildlife
Service, who fear that Sydney Harbour
might be 'too polluted to support
mammals'. As part of a strategy t o
develop a more positive attitude
towards Australian rodents, the Nature
Conservation Agency (now
Environment Australia) renamed the
Water Rat 'Rakali'.
Another story on rat renaissance
involves the delightfully named
Greater Stick-nest Rat, or 'Wopilkara'
(Leporillus conditor). Descriptions liken i t
to a guinea pig with a tail that builds
stick nests up t o a metre high.
Although this native rodent was
declared extinct on the mainland
more than 50 years ago, a remnant
population survived on the East
and West Franklin Islands off
South Australia.
Salvation for the Wopilkara came
from the West. In 1990 the Western
Australian government funded a
breeding program on Salutation Island
in Shark Bay, where the fluffy-coated
mammals thrived. In 1999 CSIRO, the
National Heritage Trust and the local
salt-mining community at Useless
LOOP helped facilitate the Wopilkara's
reintroduction to the mainland in a
predator-free. 1200ha sanctuary at

MAGAZINE

The (incongruously named) Useless
Loop community received the
prestigious Banksia Cold Award in
2001 for their outstanding
conservation efforts on Heirisson
Prong The award come from the
Banksia Environmental Foundation,
a nonprofit organisation devoted to
sustainable development. A
representative of the foundation
claimed Useless Loop's 'tiny but
incredibly active environmental
community stunned the judges
with their commitment, passion
and success'.
Although little-known species might
occasionally attract media attention
for their odd or unusual news value,
rats, even cute. furry ones cannot
compete with their human cousins
in the quest for celebrity status.
Nevertheless in a world laded by bad
news, stories of a local community
committed to re-establishing
threatened species such as the
Wopilkara show how cooperative
conservation, based on local
participation, can achieve outstanding
results. At the same time these stories
sustain the belief that, singly and in a
group, we can make a difference.
SANDRA BRUNET is a freelance
media consultant.

FURTHER READING

www.csIro.com
www.earthwatch corn
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Autumn is a time of change. The hot and
dry summers give way to colder conditions
as the wet winter approaches. The change
in gear affects all of Nature including
ourselves, but is very evident in the animal
world. Animals change dietary patterns,
activities, location. and may also be
preparing to breed.

The fo!lowing article is adapted from Dr Bob's
Wldri M o l e s Bush fdemnh, Issue 28.

The Bush rat is a native 'Aussie' whose
ancestors have been here a million years.
For them, autumn is a time af great change:
many adult rats die, while the healthy young
prepare buffws for winter, and incorporate
more and more fungi in their diet as the
fruits of the decomposing forest become
available.
Some creatures remain active during the
cold months and actually eat more to keep
warm- many mammals and birds. Others,
particularly the cold-blooded beasts, may
opt out altogether and become quite inactive
and in hibemation. By now most of the large
reptiles are very difficult to find as they
sewre nooks and wait for the return d hot
weather and the next meal. Some small
lizards are still able to sneak out on warmish
days to grab a bite to eat, and they will need
all the energy they can store to survive the
really cold days ahead.
Our smallest mammals (bats such as the
Little Forest Eptesicus) will remain inactive
with a very low metabotc rate on cold dayszoologists call this torpor, not hibemation.
They zip out every few days to top up
reserves and then snooze again. Emus also
tend to move out of arid regions as the
weather cools and back in again when the
weather warns up. Nature again has it right
for the mld desert nights can be lethal for
emus.
Autumn unfortunately is the time of the
millipedes the dreaded introduced species.
You may be one of the unlucky ones whose
house acts as a giant trap for these little
chaps. They're active at this time, are intent
on reprodudion and wander everywhere.
You may notice that they are much more
smelly at this time of the year. They are
attracted to light, so don't leave the porch
light on.
0
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Stick-Nest Rat (Leporillus)
Stick nest rats are unique among Australian
rodents. They build domed nests of
interwoven sticks offen measuring more
than one metre across. These nests are
occupied by family groups of up to ten or
more individuals derived from up to three
litters.
The animals are relafively short and squat,
long haired rats with large rounded ears and
blunt noses. Scientists gave them the
generic name Leporilus, derived from the
Latin b p s for hare and illus implying
smallness.
Hunched in a typical resting position, they
could easily be mistaken for small rabbiis by
untrained observers: early Europeans called
them rabbit rats.
Stick nest rats are vegetarian: they eat
succulent chenopods like pig face, nitre
bush and ice plant. Their diet varies
seasonally, depending on the availability of
different plant foods, and includes a range of
grasses and succulent fruits.
They are primarily nodurnat, although have
been observed moving around just before
dusk and just after dawn.
The major feature of stick nest rats'
preferred habitat is complete or dense
ground cover. Nest building is a rare
occurrence where there is sufficient cover,
mostly making a shallow squat lined with
shredded bark or grass under the densest
cover available. In areas with limited cover,
they build more substantial structures to
increase protection from above.

INCREASING
TXXE VARI FTTY
OF BIRDS IN
YOUR GARDEN
mODUm0N:
Urban gardens in cities throughout Australia are no longer attrading the variety of bird
species that they once did. This particularly applies to the smaller, less aggressive birds.
In Sydney, birds that have declined include species such as Superb Fairy-wrens,
Silvereyes, Eastern Spinebills and various other s m d honeyeatem. However other larger
species such as Pied Currawongs, Noisy Miners and Rainbow Lorikeets have increased.

CAUSES OF FEWER BIRD VARllWJBS IN URBAN GARDENS:
Many birds may have declined due to the increasing distances between gardens and
the few remaining bushland areas, as urban development continues to expand. However,
changes in garden structure, gardening methods and choice of plants are also sMcant
factors for the decrease of bird varieties in gardens and the corresponding increase in a
few of the larger more aggressive birds.
For example, the simplification of garden structure i.e. fewer shrubs and trees and the
planting of Grevilleas with larger flowers and longer flowering periods, has created ideal
conditions for more aggressive honeyeatag birds such as the Noisy Miner who adipely
chase other birds away. The extensive planting of introduced species such as Privets and
Ochnas is r e g d e d as the msinreason for the siptEcant increase in Currawong numbers
in Spdnq. Currawmgs attack both the eggs and nestlings of smaller birds.
Many people also provide food for birds. This again often attracts the larger and more
aggressive bird species at the expense of smaller species. It has also been implicat~din
attracting introduced birds and can spread disease if food supply areas are not kept clean.

THINGS TO DO:
The following will help to increase the numbers and varieties of birds in your garden.

PLANTS AND GARDEN DESIGN:

* Plant dense prickly foliaged shrubs in groups or clumps, to create thickets for small
birds to shelter and nest in.
Plant local species which are best suited to local conditions, provide the foods local
birds are adapted to and are less likely to become weeds in adjacent bushland areas.
* Plant a full range of plant types including ground-covers, s d , medium and large
shrubs as well as trees if you have room.
* In Sydney, remove fruit from introduced plants in the garden that attract Currawongs.
Initially it is best t o remove the fi-uit &om the shrub and not the whole shrub, as this
will provide cover for small birds while replaceme& shrubs become established.
* Plant local Banksias and smaller flowered thorny Grevilleas, as these provide nectar
and shelter, allowing smaller honeyeaters a chance to feed.
Reduce lawn areas and replace with native shrubs and grasses.
Avoid the use of insecticides. A healthy garden with a variety of birds visiting, should
not need them.
* Do not provide food supplements as these are more likely to attract introduced birds
and/or the larger more aggressive birds that keep small birds away.
* If you only have room for 50 plants then it is better to plant several plants of the same
type, than only one of 50 different types.
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PROVISION OF WATER:
Provide fresh water. Birds are ~ulnerablewhen they are drmhng or bathing so will not
use a birdbath unless they feel safe.
Use a birdbath or water container that is safe from cats: hang it from a tree or ensure it
is high enough for a cat not to be able to jump onto it. Ensure good visibility all around
the birdbath, so the birds can see a predator before it is too late.
* Place the birdbath near a tree, shrubs or some other safe perching site so birds can sit
on a branch nearby and observe the surrounding area before bathLg.
Keep the water cool. Birds prefer birdbaths that are placed in dappled shade.
Replace or r e a l the water regularly so it is always clean.
a Clean the birdbath regularly, but never use detergents or cleaning agents. Just use
clean water and give it a good scrub.
* When you go on holidays, ask your neighbours to keep an eye on your birdbath and keep
it full and clean. Then birds that have become reliant on it don't lose their water supply
and your neighbours may also develop an enjoyment of birds in their garden.
OTHER HINTS:
Talk to your neighbours. Encourage them to plant their garden using the s m e guidelines, so the area that is suitable for birds is larger and more attractive to them.
Use leaf faJl and path sweepings producWe1.yby using as mulch on garden beds.
Be patient. Birds atbacting gardens take awhile to become established, so plan ahead.
THE "BIRDS IN BACKYARDS" PROJECT:
This Birds Australia project, which aims to increase the number and variety of birds in
urban areas, is currently undertalung research and a community education program in the
greater Sydney, Illawarra and Hunter areas. See Birds Australia NSW Home page:
http://web. one.net.au/rosella/ for more information.

LrVE WEB BROADCAST:
Throughout October, 2000 a live broadcast of two nests will be broadcast on the Birds
Visitors will be able to view Ihe nests
Australia website ht~://www.birdsaustralia.com.au.
and chicks of both the Tawny Frogmouth and Peregrine Falcon in real time and follow their
progress over one month.

BIRDS AUSTRALIA:
Birds Australia is an independent,not-for-profitorganisation that relies on the support of
trusts, foundations, companies and individuals to continue its work. Established in 1901, it
is Australia's oldest conservation group and works to conserve birds and biological diversity
through the study and management of birds and their habitats, and the education and
involvement of the community. Should you wish to become more actively involved in the
long-term conservation of Australia's unique birds, membership of Birds Australia is open
to everyone who is interested.

FURTHER INFORMATION:
Further information about Birds Australia,
membership details or about birds and their needs
may be obtained by contacting:

Birds Australia,
415 Riversdale Rd,Hawthorn East 3123
Phone: 03 9882-2622,
Pax: 03 9882-2677
Email:mail@birdsaustralia.com.au
Home Page: http://www.birdsaustralia.com.au

